
34 California Standards Practice

Sample Test (continued)
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Go on

 23. The atmosphere of Venus is composed 
primarily of  4. d. 
A. water vapor.
B. carbon dioxide.
C. sulfuric acid.
D. oxygen.

 24. What type of plate boundary is shown in this 
diagram?  3. b. 

A. convergent
B. transform
C. divergent
D. subduction zone

 25. Geologic hazard maps help people  9. d. 
A. locate water resources.
B. identify evidence of past geologic events.
C. predict future geologic events.
D. predict the future and learn about the past.

 26. What role does respiration play in the carbon 
cycle?  7. d. 
A. It releases carbon to the atmosphere.
B. It removes carbon from the atmosphere.
C. It has no impact on the carbon cycle.
D. It changes the carbon to a different form.

 27. Most terrestrial impact craters are found  1. f. 
A. on the seafloor.
B. in stable cratons.
C. near volcanoes.
D. near transform boundaries.

 28. Approximately how old is our solar system? 
1. b. 
A. 15 million years
B. 250 million years
C. 4.6 billion years
D. 15 billion years

 29. What did the universe consist of before the 
stars formed?  2. e. 
A. dust
B. planets
C. subatomic particles
D. oxygen and nitrogen

 30. According to this diagram, which of these 
Hawaiian Islands is oldest?   
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A. Maui
B. Oahu
C. Hawaii
D. Kauai

 31. Most galaxies  2. b. 
A. are moving away from Earth.
B. are moving toward Earth.
C. have a distinct shape.
D. are spread uniformly throughout the 

universe.

 32. Short-term climate changes caused by regular 
variations in daylight, temperature, and 
weather pattern are called  6. a. 
A. microclimates.
B. El Niño.
C. La Niña.
D. seasons.

 33. Which is closer to Earth?  1. d. 
A. Mars
B. the Sun
C. the Andromeda galaxy
D. Betelgeuse




